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Conference Location
The conference will be held at CWI at Amsterdam. The official language of the conference is english.
•
Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica (CWI)
•
Address: Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam
•
Maps
◦
CWI Maps
◦
All important sites of ESUG 2008 Amsterdam in one view at Google Maps.
•
Directions to CWI.

HOW TO GET THERE?
CWI is located at the Science Park Amsterdam in the east of Amsterdam.

From Schiphol, Amsterdam Airport
At Schiphol, Amsterdam Airport, you can rent a car or take a taxi to get to CWI (travelling time about 25 minutes).
There is also a train station (Amsterdam Central Station), follow the signs at the airport to get to the trains.

From Amsterdam Central Station
First take the train to Amstel Station, or the metro 51, 53 and 54 to Amstel (ca. 10 minutes). Then take bus 40 or a
taxi. There are taxi stops near all railway stations. From Central Station, it takes about 15 minutes to get to Sciencepark by taxi.
Another possibility is tram 9. The tram doesn't stop at Science Park but at a distance that takes about 20 minutes
to walk (on the Kruislaan).

From Amstel and Muiderpoort Station
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Bus 40 drives from Amstel Station to Muiderpoort Station, and vice versa, and stops both times at Science Park
Amsterdam. Traveling time about 12 minutes.
It is also possible to rent a bicycle at Amstel Station, www.ov-fiets.nl/engels; distance is 3 - 4 km. Holland is a biking
country!

Schedule times public transport
For trains see www.ns.nl (train). International trains, see www.ns.nl/international/index.cgi. For bus times
www.gvb.nl/english. And www.9292ov.nl/ can give information how to travel door-to-door with public transport..

By train
Use this site to plan your train travel in Holland.
Some points about buying train tickets in Holland:
•
Only at Schiphol Airport does the Dutch train service accept credit cards and most foreign debit
cards. Elsewhere they accept Maestro with chip and not much else. This can be important because of my next point.
•
Only a minority of ticket machines accept euro coins. None accept euro notes. The ticket offices
will accept notes (and may have queues).
•
You can buy tickets from anywhere to anywhere on a Dutch ticket machine though it can seem
that you can only buy from your current location. Use the touch screen to set up a ticket from your current location to
somewhere then touch the white 'from current location' box to be prompted to change it to anywhere.
•
You buy same-day tickets or open tickets. Be sure to timestamp the latter - by inserting them in
the slots at the entrances to terminals - before travelling on them.

Car
All motorways to Amsterdam lead to the ring road A10. Take the Ring and exit on "S113/Watergraafsmeer" follow
the signs Science Park and turn right into
Kruislaan, drive along about 1 km and go
trough the railway tunnel. After the tunnel
take the second way left. CWI is the first
building at your right site.

USING GOOGLE MAPS
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Program Overview
Time
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Sunday
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??
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??

08:30
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09:00
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Paul Klimt CWI welcome

09:30

Thursday

Friday

Time
Place

??

08:30

09:00
Newspeak
Gilad

Doru's presentation tricks
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Back to the Future Part II
Eliot

Velocity
James

VisualAge 8
John

Coffee Break

Coffee Break
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Coffee Break
Coffee Break

10:00

Advanced techniques for
building testing tools
Andres

10:30

Coffee Break

MBA Smalltalk
Mathieu

11:00
Camp
Smalltalk

11:30

Cincom Smalltalk: Present,
Future & Smalltalk Advocacy
Thomas
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Adrian

12:00

Automatic
strategies for
decision
support
Carlos

Pier HandsOns
Doru

Seaside History
Julian

GLASS: Share Everything
Dale

User Changes
Leandro

14:00

Meta Environment
Tijs
Magritte Blitz

GStreamer
John

14:30
Camp
Smalltalk

Coffee Break

15:30

Heat Control

Squeak NOS
Richie

16:00
Smalltalk standards Bruce

16:30

Scribo
Nicolas

SysLog

MetaModelling
Panel
Lukas Mathieu Adrian Tijs

What Smalltalk can Learn
From Java
Philippe

10:30

Ricky
OS 8
Modeling Tool
Dirk

11:00

11:30
12:00

Glass mini hand ons
James

13:30

14:00
Exploratory
Modeling

GTK Squeak
Gwenael

14:30

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

15:00

Gemstone for Dummies
Martin

SeasideXUL
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15:30

Starting fresh
every
morning
Yann

Rob

Smalltalkbased
Simulation
Tim

What's the connection
between WideStrings and
utf-8 anyway?

Bruce

Social Event
Croquet
Rob

Madeo
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Code City

10:00

Seaside
Lukas

17:00
Registration

VSE
Tobias

Closing remarks

Lunch Break

13:30

15:00

Finding Bach House
Georg

Show us your projects

WebTerminal: less code more
RIA
Wouter

17:30

16:00

16:30

17:00

17:30

Aida/Web 6.0
Janko

18:00

up to 22:00
Awards & Reception

MagLev
Monty

18:30

18:00
18:30

Cosmocows Reception
Get your book signed
Andres and Stef
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Saturday, August 23
10:00 - Open - Camp Smalltalk
As for every year, a Smalltalk camp is organized the two first days of the conference. People will have access to a
room with internet connexion to work and interact. CS Projects expecting to do work at Amsterdam include
Pharo: an open-source Smalltalk
Moose Dojo (Organized by the REMOOSE INRIA associated Team)

Sunday, August 24
10:00 - Open - Camp Smalltalk
16:00 - 20:00 - Registration
Registration will be at the 16h00 on Sunday, and in front of the conference rooms on Monday.
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Monday, August 25
08:30 - 09:00 - Registration
09:00 - 09:45 - Welcome by Stéphane Ducasse and Prof. P. Klimt
9h45 - The tricks for doing slick presentations by Dr. T. Girba
10:00 - 10:30 Coffee Break
10:30 - 11:15 - Advanced techniques for building testing tools by Andres Valloud
While SUnit and similar frameworks are quite useful, it is often the case that software projects need to adapt
them to their particular use. This has a tendency to reveal deficiencies that usually show up in terms of lack of flexibility. For example, it is not straightforward to let SUnit handle different exceptions when more detailed results are imAndres has over 10 years of experience in Smallportant. Extending SUnit by subclassing is not as trivial as it
talk. He has recently published two Smalltalk books,
may seem at first sight. Implementing file logging is typically and is currently writing several others. He is one of
much more cumbersome than it should be. The techniques
the organizers of the Smalltalks conference in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He currently works at Cincom
shown in this presentation solve all of these problems. Two
concrete applications will be discussed in detail: the Hash
Systems as lead VM engineer for Cincom Smalltalk.
Analysis Tool, a framework for evaluating hash functions, as
well as Assessments, a sample reimplementation of SUnit
itself.

11:15 - 12:00 - Cincom Smalltalk: Present, Future & Smalltalk advocacy by Thomas Arden
This presentation discusses the current state of Cincom Smalltalk (VisualWorks, ObjectStudio and Web Velocity),
and a roadmap of their future direction. Also discussed is why Smalltalk is becoming more important in todays market, and why we are seeing increased interest in Smalltalk, along with ideas for promoting the continuation of this
trend.
Arden Thomas got started with Smalltalk in 1986,
looking for better ways to do software development (he
found it). He is currently a senior field application engineer at Cincom, working to help Cincom's Smalltalk
customers, and to help move Smalltalk forward. He
worked for ParcPlace for many years as a trainer, sales
engineer, and consultant, and recently did extensive
software development at Forest Investment management, which included choosing and using an application
framework.
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12:00 - 13:30 - Lunch Break
13:30 - 14:15 -Making the Most of User Changes by Leandro Caniglia
(Work co-authored with Valiera Murgia). As the Smalltalk programmer compiles methods, evaluates expressions,
creates new classes, etc., the environment logs all these actions in a changes file. Logging is not a novel feature
though. The important thing is that Smalltalk logs are not just human-readable information; they are made of chunks
of loadable scripts that may replay the same actions that originated them. This mechanism has several applications:
recover work in case of crash, search through
the methods' history, share source code, etc.
Valeria Murgia has served since 2001 as solution architect and
This talk reports the experience of having
development lead for Caesar Systems, a leading company in the
used the same mechanisms to log and reprofield of business simulation software. She is an expert in Smalltalk
duce end-user changes. The diversity of
and GemStone technologies. Since 1990, she has conceived, developed and maintained mission-critical systems for government
commands grows with the complexity of the
software. Therefore, user change logs are
and private business in South America. Although she holds a Masricher than Smalltalk logs, and even though
ter of Science degree in computer science, she has also comthe central ideas remain fruitful, solving the
pleted graduate studies in mathematics and music composition.
problem with all generality is not trivial. BeShe is the author of GemSqueak, a completely refactored open
source GemStone client for the Squeak multi-media environment.
sides explaining implementation details, we
will go through a remarkable variety of appliLeandro Caniglia is the director of development of Caesar Syscations, some of them unthinkable when the
tems. Prior to this, he had worked as a Smalltalk consultant for
authors first introduced this functionality into
several companies in Argentina, Brazil and Chile. He was professor
the PetroVR tool-suite four years ago.
at the University of Buenos Aires from 1979 to 2001, and also
worked as a researcher at CONICET, the official board for scientific
research in Argentina. In 1997 he co-founded the MathMorphs
Squeak User Group and the Smalltalk User Group of Argentina
(SUGAR). Starting in 2007, Caniglia is member of the organizing
board for the Annual Argentine Smalltalk Conference.

14:15 - 15:00 GStreamer: media streaming in Squeak by John McIntosh
GStreamer is a GPL library that allows the construction of graphs of media-handling components, ranging from
simple Ogg/Vorbis playback to complex audio (mixing) and video (non-linear editing) processing. Applications can
take advantage of advances in codec and filter technology transparently. Developers can add new codecs and filters
by writing a simple plugin with a clean, generic interface, this new codec is now available to the GStreamer system
user without integration issues.
John lives on Vancouver Island, in British CoThis talk will show the audience how to interact with the
lumbia, Canada. He is maintainer of the macintosh
GStreamer system using a plugin written for the Squeak enSqueak VM. For the past four years, he has also
vironment that gives the ability for the developer to decode
been a member of the team responsible for building
common media forms, control the playback of the media
the Sophie multimedia content creation tool. As a
from a variety of sources, and to generate media from
past speaker at ESUG and Smalltalk Solutions conSqueak created audio and video sources by assembling a
ferences, he is well-known for his expertise on GarGStreamer pipeline to process streams of media.
bage Collection issues, VisualWorks tuning, and
contributions to the Squeak Community.
This work was funded by Viewpoints Research Institute
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to provide a free open source media player for the eToys environment on the OLPC.
15:00 - 15:30 -Coffee break
15:30 - 16:15 - (Parallel Track) Squeak NOS by Gerardo Richarte
Inspired by Dan Ingalls words "An operating system is a collection of things that don't fit into a language. There
shouldn't be one.", and after feeling the urge to never leave the Squeak environment, we dreamed of a pure Squeak
[no] operating system. We were not sure if it was possible or not, but we anyway jumped, head first, into
Gerardo "richie" Richarte started Smalltalking and
Squeaking
in 1998 at Leandro Caniglia's MathMorphs
making it real. We didn't succeed yet, but we came
further than what we thought possible, and we still
class, where he was one of the main creators and implehope to go even further!
mentors of the MorphicWrappers, as well as some other
MathMorphs components. In the early days of Squeak he
In this talks we'll show you what we did and how
was an active member of the list, where he contributed a
few bits of code. Being a member of the original 2001
we did it, we'll go through the code and startup process of a SqueakNOS system, dream of possible future
SqueakNOS team, he awakened the project almost 5 years
directions, and show a live demo, both of the system
latter to bring it back its second incarnation. Today, he's
still unofficially Squeaking and Smalltalking, and spending
itself, and of how different the process of coding a
"device driver" is when you can inspect and interact
a bigportion of his time reading and writing assembly and
other low level stuff.
with live objects..
15:30 - 16:15 - (Parallel Track) Using Smalltalk for a Heat Control System by Alfred Wullschleger
Typically, commercially available Heat Control Systems use temperature hysterisis for the control of a heating
system. I show an example of a heat flow controled system based on USB-Data Acquisition hardware and self-made
sensor- and actor-hardware. The control is fully done in VisualWorks,
which gives fantastic flexibility for reaching nice control behavior. For
Alfred has been developing smalltesting the whole system, a simulator has been developed which helped
talkbased software during the last 16
a lot, avoiding bad problems when starting with the real heating. The
years in banking and public service ensimulator in action and a some photos will be shown, to give a feeling of
vironments. Having retired recently, he
the whole endeavor.
now has time to also think about physics and electronics in combination with
the best software environment he
knows of: Smalltalk.

16:15 - 16:45 Smalltalk standards - an update by Bruce Badger
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This is an update on the work going on to revive the Smalltalk standardization project. This will be a brief talk
giving contact information, showing those currently involved and summarizing the work covered so far and that
which is planned.
Bruce is an enthusiastic technologist and the Founder of OpenSkills.org, a
global non-profit association of professional individuals. His strong technical
leadership skills have contributed to his success of a wide range of IT projects,
over a period of more than 25 years. He has built and deployed numerous Smalltalk systems and libraries over the past 10 years, preferring to develop software
using Smalltalk, a pure Object Oriented language. Bruce is currently focusing on
OpenSkills and the evolution of the services market as Free and Open Source
software is increasingly adopted. Many of the libraries Bruce has worked on are
available under open source licenses. These include the PostgreSQL library, the
Hyper HTTP library, the SPDF PDF library and the Sport Smalltalk portability interface.

16:45 - 17:15 -(Parallel Track) Syslog - the logging standard(?) by Bruce Badger
Syslog is defined by RFC 3164 and is a widely used way of transmitting log messages. This talk is about a
Smalltalk implementation of the RFC which was built as part of my work on Slaps (the Smalltalk LDAP library). The
talk will also cover what Syslog is and how the Syslog library can be used with existing Smalltalk logging libraries.
16:45 - 17:15 -(Parallel Track) Aida/Scribo, a Powerful CMS at Your Fingertips by Nicolas Petton
Aida/Scribo is a powerful open source Content Management System written on top of Aida/Web. With Aida/
Scribo you can manage site content, wikis, blogs, forums and more. Aida/Scribo is very easy to use and extend,
comes with a lot of plugins, leveraging the best Aida/Web features, including a complete security management, a
WYSIWYG editor support, a persistence layer, a versioning support, ajaxified components (so called scriblets) and so
on. The presentation will show the strengths of this new
CMS, but also its simplicity and various features.
I am a computing science student at the university of Montpellier II, France. I recently joined Aida/
Web development team. I'm also involved in Aida/
Scribo development. I discovered Smalltalk three
years ago at the university of Brest. I am very fond of
Squeak, and all Smalltalk dialects.

17h15-18:00 Croquet: An Open Collaboration Architecture for Education - by Robert Sheperd and Juian Lombardi
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18:15 - Open - Innovation Awards Presentations & Reception
The innovation awards are sponsored by ABN AMRO Bank
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Tuesday, August 26
The Meta Day
09:00 - 10:00 - Newspeak: Evolving Smalltalk for the Age of the Net by Gilad Bracha
Newspeak is a new programming language and platform, descended from Smalltalk and Self. Newspeak attempts to preserve what is wonderful about Smalltalk, while addressing its weaknesses with respect to modularity,
security and interoperability.
Newspeak treats classes as full fledged linguistic entities. It
Gilad Bracha is the creator of the Newspeak
is also a purely message based language, like Self. These two
programming language. He is currently Distinkey design decisions lead, almost inevitably, to a language with
guished Engineer at Cadence Design Systems.
a powerful component style module system and an objectPreviously, he was a Computational Theologist
and Distinguished Engineer at Sun Microsyscapability security model. We are using the Newspeak language
to build a platform that plays well with its environment both lotems. He is co-author of the Java Language
cally on the host machine, and globally over the net.
Specification, and a researcher in the area of
object-oriented programming languages. Prior to
joining Sun, he worked on Strongtalk, the Animorphic Smalltalk System. He received his B.Sc
in Mathematics and Computer Science from Ben
Gurion University in Israel and a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Utah.

10:00 - 10:30 - Coffee Break
10:30 - 11:15 - MBA Smalltalk: to manage your objects by Mathieu van Echtelt
Frameworks, components, MDA, DSL, 4GL, Etoys, etc; many names for the same thing: abstracting away unnecessary complexity. Less complexity makes software developers more productive and lowers the entry barrier to
become a happy software developer.
In this presentation I'll report our experiences about being more productive
Co-founded Cosmocows in
2000, tries to live by "Smalltalk is
and having more fun while developing, operating and maintaining business
administration systems.
not a prerequisite, design principles are”.
The heart of our proven solution is code generation based upon "business
model descriptions". This generated code manages the integrity of the system in many ways. Dedicated tools help us
navigate, edit, build, deploy and monitor our systems. The business model descriptions completely define the webbased front-end and the relational database back-end. With this solution we became very successful in a competitive
market; more than 80 governmental institutions use our system daily.

11:15 - 12:00 - Fame by Adrian Kuhn
Fame is an Meta-modelling framework, with focus on models at runtime. Fame is based on FM3, a superset of a
subset of EMOF. Beside runtime annotations, Fame supports code-generation, metamodel-inference and Demeter
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traversals. The Moose projects uses fame as the foundation of their reengineering environment and the FAMIX exchange format. Fame has recently been ported from VW to Squeak, and is also available in Java, C#, Ruby and
Python.
Adrian Kuhn is a PhD student in computer science at Software Composition
Group, University of Bern, Switzerland. His main research interests are programming
languages and software evolution. He used to be a main developer of Moose. Recently, he got infected by the virus of creating his own, self-sustained programming
language. Past work includes Chronia, a CVS visualization, and Hapax, a source
code search engine.

12:00 - 13:30 - Lunch Break
13:30 - 14:15Using the Meta-Environment for Model Driven Engineering by Tijs van der Storm
We present the Meta-Environment language workbench as a tool for developing domain specific languages. Our
demonstration will highlight the following features:
Tijs van der Storm studied Literature
High-level, modular syntax definition using arbitrary context-free
and Computer Science at the University
grammars
of Amsterdam (UvA). After graduating, he
Powerful code generation engine based on rewrite rules which alstarted as a researcher at CWI, where he
obtained his PhD in 2007. Currently he
low meta programming using concrete syntax
An interactive environment supporting iterative language developcombines research on transformation
mentand domain specific customization.
languages with teaching software conAutomatic syntax highlighting and pretty-printing
struction and evolution at the UvA.
An extensible toolkit for visualizing domain entities
The Meta-Environment has been used for DSL implementation, migration of legacy software, model driven application generation, and high-fidelity source code transformation and analysis. As such it provides a stable and feature
complete toolkit for model driven engineering.

14:15 - 14:30 Magritte Blitz by Lukas Renggli
Magritte is a recursive meta-model to describe objects. The framework closely integrates into the reflective metamodel of Smalltalk. Providing an adaptive model enables not only developer, but also let end user build their own
meta-models on the fly. Magritte allows one to easily instantiate views, editors, validators, parsers, object-factories,
and mapping-tools on any meta-described object. The possibilities are endless. Describe once, get everywhere!
Magritte is a metadata metamodel (http://www.lukas-renggli.ch/smalltalk/magritte) . It is used in Pier the opensource Seaside CMS (http://www.lukas-renggli.ch/smalltalk/pier). Lukas will give a short overview to make sure that
the discussions in the following panel will have enough context.
14:30 - 15:00-MetaModelling Panel
Adrian, Lukas, Mathieu, and Tijs
Each of the metamodelers will ask others some questions and answer your questions. So be prepared!
15:00 - 15:30 - Coffee Break
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15:30 - 16:15 -Gemstone For Dummies by Martin McClure
While GemStone/S can be thought of as "just another Smalltalk," there are a number of features that are rooted in
its multi-user capabilities that affect its use even in a single-user environment. This presentation is an introduction to
GemStone/S from the viewpoint of the Smalltalk programmer, focusing on the differences from other Smalltalk implementations. We'll look at the sharing of a very large object space across multiple VMs and machines, and how this
interacts with transactions and persistence. We'll look at class versioning and object migration features that let you
change the structure of a class even if it has millions of long-lived instances. We'll also discuss security issues: Broad
access control through logins, privileges, and namespaces, and fine-grained control of access to individual objects.
We'll survey the major patterns for using this kind of system. We won't cover the underlying technology in any detail,
as this will be the focus of the "Share Everything" talk later in the conference.
Martin has been joyfully using Smalltalk for more than twenty years. As a Software Architect with
GemStone Systems, he leads a team that designs and implements a distributed object system that
acts as a bridge between a Smalltalk client and a GemStone Smalltalk server. Other career highlights
include developing embedded and robotic systems in FORTH and assembly language, data modeling and architecting a telecommunications order processing system, designing and prototyping embedded hardware, and touring with a high-tech juggling troupe. When he's not in front of a computer,
he can often be found contra dancing or blowing glass.

16:15 - 16:45 - (Parallel Track) Starting fresh every morning, rebuilding a development image every day by
Yann Monclair
Source code management, version management, and release management are issues which are taking a greater
place in our development cycles than used to. The needs have increased, as well as the demand. Not managing your
code branch properly can lead you to lose a lot of time in the delivery stages of your work cycle, as the application
can not be built easily, when it should.
Kapital tries to address such issues by rebuilding imYann has worked on JPMorgan's Kapital since
ages every day. Every morning, the developers get the latFebruary 2007. Yann is a young and enthousiastic
est version of the development image. Using a fresh image
Smalltalker. He studied Smalltalk in university, and
every day allows us to gain time on merges, and enables us
has been involved in programs like the ESUG Sumto cope with work coming into the repository from over 70
merTalk and the student volunteers at Smalltalk Soludevelopers, split between various sites and timezones.
tions and ESUG. After graduating from his masters,
I would like to share my experience in managing this
Yann worked for a few months as a research assisprocess and working with it for the last 18 months.
tant with Bernard Pottier, before joining the Kapital
This is a good developer practice, and can save develteam at JPMorgan Glasgow. This is Yann's first talk in
opers a lot of time by avoiding issues and dead ends other
an international conference.
ways of handling source code and version build could lead
to.

16:15 - 16:45 - (Parallel Track) Application of a Smalltalk-based simulation tool by Tim Verwaart & John Wolters
From their origin almost half a century ago, object-oriented programming languages have been applied for simulation of real-world systems. The first object-oriented language, Simula, was designed as a language for discrete
event simulation. Simula is as good as dead now, but Smalltalk lives. Numerous examples of simulations in Smalltalk
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illustrate its suitability for simulation of discrete entities that
interact with an environment.
Tim and John work for LEI Wageningen UR
(www.lei.wur.nl),
a social sciences institute working
In the talk we will give some examples of object-oriented
simulations and in particular some successful Smalltalk apin the fields of agriculture, rural areas, and food.
plications. A special branch of simulation is multi-agent
Both have been involved in Smalltalk systems development for 10 years. Tim was a Simula prosimulation. Agents are software entities that can act autonomously, are goal-driven, responsive to their environment, and
grammer until 1978. He was very pleased when after 20 years of suffering, a new opportunity for real
social, i.e. they are aware of the existence of other agents,
can share information, and adjust their behavior in response
object orientation emerged in his current job. John
to observation and information of other agents. The natural
has been working on the Smalltalk project at LEI
from the beginning. He works with VisualWorks and
application area of multi-agent simulation is the simulation of
social processes. It can be used for two purposes. The first
is the GemStone expert of the team.
is to support group decision making in interaction with
stakeholders, to show the effect of decisions on the behavior
of social systems. The second application area are the social sciences by themselves, where multi-agent simulation
models can be used to enhance our understanding of social processes. In the talk we will present our experience
with CORMAS (http://cormas.cirad.fr/indexeng.htm), a Smalltalk-based system for multi-agent simulation that has
been around for ages, but, as we will show, is still a strong tool for rapid development. The subject of our simulation
is: the effect that cultural differences have on trade in international supply chains. We will present how Smalltalk has
helped us to rapidly create a model and discuss some advantages & disadvantages of Smalltalk for agent modeling.

16:45 - 17:45 - Show us your projects
18:15 - 21:00 - Cosmocows Reception
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Wednesday, August 27
09:00 - 9:45 - Cog: Back to the Future Part II by Eliot Miranda
Bio: I’m a loooong-time Smalltalk VM implementor having done my first VM in 1983. I was lucky enough to work
on Peter Deutsch’s HPS VM for VisualWorks throughout the 90’s and early 2000’s and essentially double its speed
(mostly by adding polymorphic inline caches and rearchitecting its mapping of contexts to stacks). I was technical
lead for VisualWorks from vw 3.0 through vw 7.4.1, leaving at the and of 2006. I spent an all too brief but delightful
time at Cadence in Gilad Bracha’s Newspeak team. I’m now at Qwaq where I’m free to implement another fast VM
for Croquet, a 3d immersive collaboration architecture built above Squeak Smalltalk, but this time (unlike VisualWorks) the VM is open source.
9:45 - 10:15 - Coffee Break
10:15 - 12:00 - The Smalltalk For Newbies Tutorial- by Giovanni Corriga
If you hesitate to jump into Smalltalk, you just started or you want to see how a cool Smalltalk developer presents
Smalltalk, come to this tutorial.
10:15 - 11:00 - The Bach-House- by Georg Heeg
Johann Sebastian Bach lived in Köthen from 1717 to 1723. He worked for Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Köthen and
composed well-known music. But where did he live? This question has been open for 130+ years. The EU, the state
of Anhalt-Saxony, Köthen County, and the City of Köthen sponsored a project to find out. Georg Heeg eK won the
bidding and started the digging. After almost two years using VisualWorks, COM-Connect, GemStone/S and Seaside
all known data (both text and tax figures) could be viewed in a semantic network. Bibliometry was used to evaluate
statements of historians. Finally a process of elimination showed: Bach lived in Schalaunische Str. 44 until he moved
to Wallstr. 25/26 in 1719. He always had the same landlord Johann Andreas Lautsch. In early phase existing software
packages were evaluated, before agile software development process inside the agile research project was started to
get insight in the history of Köthen.
11:00 - 12:00 - (Parallel Track)
Automatic strategies for decision support in telephone triage by Carlos E. Ferro
The present work started as a research on improvements for an existing Smalltalk application. This application,
called ExpertCare, is a decision support tool for telephone triage and ambulance dispatch. ExpertCare analyzes
symptoms reported by patients and suggests questions pointing to new symptoms, in order to make a presumptive
diagnosis and assess if the call requires an ambulance and/or urgent attention. Besides this primary decision, the
system can suggest a special type of ambulance, medical speciality and maximum arrival time. The application has a
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knowledge base of syndromes defined in terms of symptoms and a system of rules to determine which questions
should be asked. But construction and maintenance of such
a system of rules is complex and costly, requiring intensive
domain expert collaboration; therefore, we aim at developing an automatic strategy which can operate upon the
knowledge base and decide which questions are best asked
in order to achieve the presumptive diagnosis. Having such
an automatic strategy would allow us to get rid of explicit
and static rules in favor of an instrument more dynamic and
easier to test with full coverage. For that purpose, we
needed to build a "virtual laboratory" where we can simulate
patient calls and diagnostic sessions in trial runs to check
automated diagnosis. In this environment we developed and
tested several strategies. We summarize the design of our
framework, implementation details of several automatic
strategies, and the results of running them in the testbed.

Carlos E. Ferro has worked as Senior Developer
since 2005 in Caesar Systems, a leading company in
the field of business simulation. He works there under Leandro Caniglia's leadership. Previously, he
was Smalltalk developer in InfOil (information services for petroleoum companies) and Superintendencia de Seguros de la Nación (national insurance
oversight board). He was teaching assistant for 8
years at the University of Buenos Aires in several
courses of computer sciences -mainly Object Oriented Programming with Professor Máximo Prieto.
From 1991 to 2000 he worked on his own as application developer for several small and medium-sized
companies.

11:00 - 12:00 - (Parallel Track) Hands-on Pier by Doru Girba
Pier is a cool content management system: it lets you build and manage a web 2.0 collaborative website completely through the web interface. In this hands-on session you will be guided in a step by step manner to:
- install it
- setup the page look an feel
- maintain the content
- manage users
- extend it with new components.
Tudor Girba attained his PhD in 2005 and since then
he works as a senior researcher at the University of Bern
and as a consultant. He is a passionate Smalltalker since
2002, and he is one of the main architects of the Moose
analysis platform. More details about him can be found
at: http://www.tudorgirba.com
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12:00 - 13:30 - Lunch Break
13:30 - 14:15 - What Smalltalk can learn from Java by Philippe Marshall
Many Smalltalkers look upon Java as a lesser programming language.This and the sheer size of the Java world
has led to a general disinterest in Java in the Smalltalk community except maybe as a target for flames. Yet over the
years solutions for problems tat are independent of the programming language have been implemented in Java and
used in large scale systems. The goal of the talk is to raise awareness of a few interesting Java projects that have no
equivalence in Smalltalk.
Talk outline (not supposed to be posted)
Philippe Marschall works as a software
- JMX, small introduction example, to set the tone of the talk
engineer for Netcetera. He holds a masters
- OSGi, bigger
degree in computer science (Univ. Bern).
- Maven 2, will take up any time that is left
Philippe is a core developer of the Seaside
The talk will not cover what is "better" in Java (JUnit vs SUnit) but
web framework.
stuff that does not exist but I think is needed.
14:15 - 14:45 - ( Parallel Track) Exploratory modeling: an Experience Report by Rob Vens
I saw Exploratory Modelling presented at ESUG 2007. The presentation galvanized me. That was what I have
been doing all the time when modelling! Even, sometimes, when I dared, using the Smalltalk environment, even if the
models were to be implemented in Java or whatever. But, as will probably happen with others when listening to a
presentation or talk: "I would do it differently here, and here, and I would add this, and this...". And other aspects,
especially the experience I had built up in modelling, would fall into place as well. These ideas were only whirling
around in my head, and it was not until a customer project presented itself that seemed ideally suited, that Iwas able
to put them into practice. I was pleasantly surprised. Not only me: the customer was even more pleasantly surprised,
in effect they were completely baffled. They had never experienced modelling sessions this effective, this fun, and
this different. I must admit this was a customer ideally suited for this approach because they had a very complex
problem domain on which they themselves had only tacit knowledge. And indeed, I venture to say, there are some
aspects in the approach I am going to present, that are very different from what many if not most of you would expect, even as Smalltalkers. In the short amount of time I will
just do the job: modelling an aspect of a business domain.
Rob Vens has been a Smalltalker since 1988, and
But my goal will be to give you as many brain-teasers I can
a board member of ESUG from 1997 to 2007. A relathat will trigger in you the experience our customer had in
tive late-comer in computer science (Rob got his CS
the project, and that will help you in modelling more effecdegree in 1990 at an age of 36), Rob has explored
tively, no: **much** more effectively, with the customer
many areas of science and life before computers got
pleasure bonus thrown in. The approach will enable you to
him hooked. Currently Rob is principal consultant for
use Smalltalk even in projects that are not building SmallSogyo, a small but very energetic company with the
talk applications, which is good I guess, by showing you
guts to explore new ideas and approaches, merging
how to integrate this into Eclipse or VisualStudio environments.
14:15 - 14:45 - ( Parallel Track) GTK for Squeak by Gwenael Cassacio
SqueakGtk is an attempt to port Gtk+ GUI in Squeak Smalltalk. And to add a support for the WebKit an open
source web browser engine. In this presentation I'll try to show the GTK support, the MVC framework and the basic
toolset (inspector, reflective management of widget, efficient class browser, transcript, ...)
Gwenael Casaccio is a student in computer
sciences at the UMH in Belgium.
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Thursday, August 28
09:00 - 10:00 - Web Velocity - Seaside Environment for Cincom Smalltalk by James Robertson
WebVelocity is a new Smalltalk Development Environment that is oriented around Seaside for Web Development
and Glorp for Object/Relational Mapping. Come and see how WebVelocity re-targets the Smalltalk development experience into the Web Browser and simplifies the challenge of
learning a new environment for newcomers. We'll even build an
James has 20 years of experience in the
entire application using Active Record and Scaffolding during the
software development industry, as a line depresentation with minimal programming. If you're a fan of Ruby on
veloper, a consultant, a pre/post sales engiRails, you must come and see this presentation.
neer, and most recently, as the Product Evangelist for Cincom Smalltalk. He’ve given talks
at a number of industry conferences, including
Smalltalk Solutions, Ot/SPA, LinuxWorld/
NetworkWorld, ESUG, and XP/Agile conferences. I'm also the author of the Cincom
Smalltalk Blog – “Smalltalk Tidbits, Industry
Rants”, and the leader of the "Industry Misinterpretations" weekly podcast. I'm also the
author of a few open source tools, such as the
RSS/Atom news aggregator BottomFeeder,
and of the Silt Blog server.

10:00 - 10:30 -Coffee Break
10:30 - 11:15 Seaside History by Julian Fitzell
This talk will present the history of Seaside and the vision for the future evolution of Seaside.
Julian Fitzell is the co-creator of Seaside and has been developing software for over a decade, despite a degree in Design and
Technical Theatre. He recently left a job as a System Architect to
spend six months in Beijing and is excited to now find himself in
Europe and with time to spend on Seaside.

11:15 - 12:00 GLASS: Share Everything by Dale Henrichs
Seaside has been characterized as a "heretical" framework because it breaks many of the widely-accepted "best
practices" for web applications, including "share as little state as possible." With GLASS (GemStone/S, Linux,
Apache, Seaside, Smalltalk) GemStone takes this heresy to the next level where "everything is shared" - transpar-
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ently and persistently. GemStone/S is a Smalltalk-based object server
that provides a platform for developing, deploying and managing scalable, persistent, high-performance, distributed applications. GemStone
customers have distributed systems running on 100's of CPUs, highperformance systems where transaction rates exceed thousands of
transactions per second, and large systems running with thousands of
concurrent users.

Dale has been working with computers since 1975. Smalltalk discovered
him while he was at Tektronix in the
1980s and he hasn't looked back. He is
currently a Principal Engineer at GemStone Systems, Inc., where he is the
primary engineer working on Seaside.
His blog,
<http://gemstonesoup.wordpress.com/>
http://gemstonesoup.wordpress.com is
about using Seaside and GemStone/S.

In this talk, you'll learn how GLASS makes it possible for you to
"share everything" in your Seaside application without having to "learn
everything" about GemStone/S. In particular you will learn about the extensions that were made to the Seaside framework to make "transparent
persistence" possible. You will also learn how to take advantage of these
extensions to add "transparent persistence" to your own Seaside application.

11:15 - 12:00 12:00 - 13:30 - Lunch Break
13:30 - 14:30 - Glass hands-on by James Foster
This hands-on tutorial will present Seaside and walk through the process of building an application using GLASS
(GemStone, Linux, Apache, Seaside, and Smalltalk). Topics covered include handling user logins, where to put session data vs. application data, building reusable components, styling a web site with CSS, and an introduction to
Javascript. In a few hours you will build a web site for a children's soccer team that tracks games, players, and other
information. (Because we are using an object database, we will not cover object/relational mapping!) You may bring
your own computer or team up with someone else who brought one. Participants with a 64-bit machine may wish to
pre-install VMware Server (free for Linux or Windows) or VMware Fusion (for Macintosh) so they can use a ready-torun appliance. Otherwise, a server will be available that can be accessed with a Squeak-based client. While familiarity
with Smalltalk is a prerequisite, no prior Seaside or GemStone/S knowledge is required and the Seaside knowledge
gained will apply to non-GemStone platforms as well.
James Foster has been working with computers since
Fortran programs were submitted on punch cards and
'core' was a fine mesh of wires with tiny magnetic rings
(1971). He has been programming in Smalltalk since 1993
and has developed applications with VisualSmalltalk,
VisualAge, VisualWorks, Dolphin, and GemStone/S.
James is currently QA Lead on the GemStone/S development team.

14:30 - 15:00 - Seaside -- On not getting bogged down by Lukas Renggli
The Seaside web application framework is taken by storm. All major Smalltalk dialects have working ports of
Seaside, contributing their particular strength to the mix. While Seaside itself tires to be dialect agnostic, vendors
themselves are pushing in many different directions that are potentially incompatible. How does Seaside manage the
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compatibility among all these dialects? How does our dream Smalltalk vendor look like? How do we package the
code in Seaside 2.9? And, most important, how does the future of Seaside look like?
Lukas Renggli is an independent software engineering
consultant. He has been using Smalltalk in industrial settings for more than 6 years. Lukas Renggli is a core developer of the Seaside web application framework. He is
the author of several Smalltalk frameworks, such as the
metamodeling tool Magritte and the award winning content management system Pier. Lukas Renggli is currently
doing a PhD at the Software Composition Group, University of Bern, Switzerland.

15:00 - 15:30 - Coffee Break
15:30 - 16:15 - SeasideXUL by Pavel Krivanek
This talk will describe the Seaside extension framework named SeasideXUL that enables to create multi-platform
desktop applications with the standard look and feel directly in Smalltalk and Seaside. For this purpose it generates
the XML User Interface Language (XUL) supported mainly in the Mozilla technologies. The communication between
server and client is realized mainly via Ajax. It will be explained how SeasideXUL applications differ from the standard
Seaside projects and what difficulties it brings. The security problems and other general limitations of remote XUL
applications will be discussed and the ways how SeasideXUL
faces them will be shown. Then it will be demonstrated how
Pavel Krivanek. Pavel Krivanek is the lead deSeasideXUL can be used for the Smalltalk IDE generation and
veloper in Nidea s.r.o. and he works as the IT
the small Squeak images without Morphic or MVC but with the
manager for a company that owns several hotels
fully capable Smalltalk environment will be presented. In the
in the Czech Republic. He is active in the Squeak
end the plans for the next development and the compatibility
modularization effort as the creator on the Kernewith other Smalltalk implementations will be described.
lImage project and he is the initiator of Seaside
extension projects like ShoreComponents and
SeasideXUL. He writes popularization materials
about Smalltalk and Seaside for the Czech local

16:15 - 16:45 What's the connection between WideStrings and utf-8 anyway? by Philippe Marshall
Character sets, encodings and WideStrings are areas with spotty knowledge to many Smalltalk developers. As a
result getting "foreign" characters to work correctly in Seaside applications often turns into a trial and error exercise.
Philippe Marschall works as a software engineer for Netcetera. He holds a masters degree in
This talk will first introduce will first introduce character
computer science (Univ. Bern). Philippe is a core
sets, encodings and how they are supported in Squeak. Then
developer of the Seaside web framework.
it will show how Seaside handles these concepts, what Seaside expects from users and what users can expect from
Seaside. The talk will be Squeak specific but the concepts can easily be applied to any dialect of Smalltalk.
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16:45 - 17:15 -

WebTerminal; less code, more RIA by Wouter Gazendam & Dick Heijink
WebTerminal is a webapplication framework that separates the presentation logic from the presentation technology, e.g. Flex, HTML/Javascript or VisualWorks. The server manages a virtual user-interface of the application, and
the client synchronizes the 'real' display with the interface on the server. In
the presentation we'll explore how WebTerminal uses proven ideas to deliver
Wouter and Dick are software
developer
at Cosmocows. Wouter
on its promise: less code more RIA (Rich Internet Applications).
co-founded Cosmocows in 2000.

17:15 - 17:45 - Aida/Web 6.0, This Is How the Web Works! by Janko Mivsek
Alan Kay once said: "Every object should have an Url". Aida already implemented that one year earlier. Playing by
the web rules and philosophy, by exploring the web potential as deeply as possible Aida since then achieved a lot:
preserving simplicity while dealing with even more complex web applications, integrating new techniques like Ajax,
growing developer's community, portability to several Smalltalk dialects including Gemstone and new projects like
Aida/Scribo, a CMS framework with ready plugins like blog, wiki, website. Presentation will show the current state of
affairs in Aida world and our plans for the future.
Janko Mivšek, a Smalltalker since 1995, founder
of Eranova, author of AIDA/Web web framework,
maintainer of Swazoo web server and passionate
contributor to Smalltalk community is currently using
Smalltalk for developing complex business web
based systems for management of business processes in many industries, from gas, logistics to pharmaceutical.

17:15 - 17:45 - MagLev by Monty Williams
Maglev is a ruby VM developped by Gemstone.... Come to see the primer by the founder of Gemstone!
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Friday, August 29
09:00 - 10:00 - VA Smalltalk V8 Preview by John O’Keefe
The Instantiations VA Smalltalk product continues to evolve. This talk will focus on the new capabilities that will
be included in V8.0 as well as our product directions beyond that release. You will see Seaside 2.8.1 (or maybe 2.9),
enhanced browsers, new document delivery system, and more.
]

I have been in software development for over
40 years, with the first 25 years spent developing in
everything from assembly language to PL/I and
SNOBOL. I joined the original IBM Smalltalk prototype team in 1990 and was a founding member of
the IBM VisualAge Smalltalk development team. I
was Team Lead and Chief Architect of IBM VisualAge Smalltalk from 1997 to 2007. In Feburary
2007, I joined Instantiations to lead the VA Smalltalk
development team. I am currently focusing on
porting Seaside to VA Smalltalk.

10:00 - 10:30 -Coffee Break
10:30 - 11:15 - (Parallel Track) A moribund Smalltalk still alive and kicking: The APIS VisualSmalltalk IDE by
Thomas Brey
After we briefly described the history of Visual Smalltalk (VS), we show how some proprietary rather complex derivates of VS emerged over the years. Despite the fact that the last official major release was in 1995, there are still
successful products actively developed with VS. We show in detail the current status of VS at the APIS company,
focussing on usability improvements of the IDE as well as on the proprietary Java Interface, which was developed
independently from JNIPort and JavaConnect, featuring a high level of automation and integration (fully automated
import of jar-files, browse and compile Java in VS). We show that even a smaller company can succeed in keeping a
13 year old Smalltalk IDE up-to-date.
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-Thomas was born 29.01.1969, 1997 M.A. in Information Science, University of Regensburg, Germany, 1997
started a mini business (software development & consulting, hardware), 1997 - 2004 half-time employment at University of Regensburg, (teaching OOP with Smalltalk and
software ergonomics), 2002 - 2005 cofounded company
"Speech Experts GmbH" and developer, a Smalltalk
based Speech Processing framework presented at ESUG
2004, left company in 2005. 2006 joined APIS IT GmbH,
responsible for development of the Smalltalk IDE

10:30 - 11:15 - (Parallel track) CodeCity by Richard Wettel
Analyzing large-scale software systems is a costly process in the absence of dedicated tools. Using visualization
techniques, humans are able to quickly assess large amounts of information and detect patterns. In this talk we present CodeCity, a 3D visualization tool revolving around a city metaphor, for building interactive visualizations of large
object-oriented software systems. We extended our approach to allow the visual exploration of evolving software
systems and the localization of design problems.
CodeCity features a domain-specific scripting language,
allowing the users to define custom visualizations. Written in
VisualWorks Smalltalk, CodeCity is capable of visualizing
software systems written in Java, Smalltalk, and C++.

Richard Wettel is a PhD student at the Faculty of
Informatics, University of Lugano. He obtained his
MSc degree in 2004 at the Polytechnic University of
Timisoara, Romania. His research interests include
software visualization, software reengineering, reverse engineering, and software evolution. He is the
developer of CodeCity, a 3D visualization tool to
support the comprehension of large software systems.

11:15 - 11:45 (Parallel Track) ObjectStudio 8’s ModelingTool by Dirk Verleysen
We’ll have short historical overview of the Modeling Tool in Enfin and ObjectStudio. Then there will be a demo of
the tool. After the demo we will talk about planned features.
Dirk Verleysen is Senior Software Engineer at Cincom. After more than 15 years
of Smalltalk experience using ObjectStudio, VisualWorks, VisualAge and Smalltalk/
V he joined the Cincom ObjectStudio team
where his main task is the development of
Modeling Tool.
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11:15 - 11:45 - (Parallel tack) Madeo: High-Level Tools and Object Methodology for Reconfigurable Architectures by Loic Lagadec
Madeo is an open framework taking advantage of the Smalltalk concepts to specify and implement applications
as circuits on reconfigurable architectures. Madeo is divided in three main layers: application specification, reconfigurable target modelling, back-end tools. Applications appear as Smalltalk methods with high-level custom types (Intervals, Galois Fields, etc), used to generate circuits as graphs of logic gates (RTL netlists). The Madeo framework
defines a design-space exploration-capable meta-model for reconfigurable architecture modelling, that is instantiated
using a DSL hardware description language. The back-end tools implement applications through flooplanning, tiling
and placing/routing the RTL netlist, using the meta-model API. Madeo has been being developed for more than ten
years and has demonstrated to be a perennial framework that exhibits innovative features, high reuse and short development time, as well as high abstraction and great extensibility. Madeo has been (re)used in one RNTL (Réseau National des
Loic Lagadec earned his Ph.D. degree in
Technologies Logicielles) project (OSGAR 2002-2005), one FP6
Computer Science from the Université de Renproject (Morpheus 2005-2008), one PRIR (Région Bretagne) prones 1 (France), in 2000. In February 2002, he
ject (ValMadeo) and is currently under redesign to address nanojoined the faculty of the Université de Bretagne
architectures. Madeo also served as an educational material for
Occidentale as a "Maitre de Conférences". His
CS master students. This talk will summarize the Madeo evoluresearch interests include applying object oritions over the last decades that have made Madeo a success. A
ented development techniques for the develspecial emphasis will be set on reuse, minimal kernel oriented
opment of novel CAD tools targeting reconfigrefactoring and methodology changes under cross project and
urable architectures and, recently, emerging
multi-developers coherence constraints. Some technical key
nanotechnologies. He is the main contributor
points are meta-model extension (for nanoscale emerging techto the Madeo framework and has been innologies), model-aware back-end tools substitution on demand
volved in several projects including national
vs. generic tools reuse, and tool chain integration.
and European projects. His teaching activities
are centred on Smalltalk courses and software
engineering including XP practices. He will be
11:45 - 12:30 - Farewell-Closing remarks
in charge of the physical tools for reconfigurable architectures course in the new embedded systems master opening next year at the
12:00 - 13:30 - Lunch Break
Université de Bretagne Occidentale. media.
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